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Abstract

We report Monte Carlo studies of liquid crystal nucleation in two types of anisotropic colloidal systems: hard rods a
ellipsoids. In both cases we find that nucleation pathways differ strongly from the pathways in systems of spherical p
Short hard rods show an effect of self-poisoning. This part of the article is based on a previous publication [T. S
D. Frenkel, Self-poisoning of crystal nuclei in hard-rod liquids, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92 (2004) 085505]. When a crystallite
its surfaces are covered preferentially by rods which align perpendicular to the surface. Therefore subsequent growth
Hard, almost spherical ellipsoids can be compressed to very high densities without crystallization—in contrast to hard
which crystallize easily. When forced to crystallize, ellipsoids form very loosely aggregated nuclei.

In both cases nucleation pathways are complex and it is therefore difficult to define an appropriate reaction coordin
common strategies of investigation of nucleation problems (i.e. definition of a coordinate and then sampling barrier
with well-known techniques) fail in these systems.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent experimental work and simulations[2] it
has been shown, that the disordered phase of n
spherical hard ellipsoids can reach densities sim
to densest crystal phase. This stands in contras
hard spheres, for which the disordered phase rea
a packing fractionφ ≈ 0.64 whereas the densest cry
tal structure has a packing fraction ofφ ≈ 0.74. Hard
spheres tend to crystallize very easily, when co
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pressed beyond liquid–crystal coexistence. The res
of Donev et al. indicate that this is different for ellip
soids.

Recently the pathways and rates of crystal nu
ation have been obtained by computer simulation
several systems of spherical colloidal particles[3].
When spherical particles crystallize, the crystal nuc
that form tend to be roughly spherical[3,4]. In con-
trast, non-spherical molecules (as, for example, m
proteins or the building blocks of liquid crystals) m
form crystals that are strongly anisometric. This h
two reasons: First of all, the solid–liquid interfaci
free-energy density may be very different for cry
.
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tal faces parallel and perpendicular to the molecu
axes. As a consequence, the equilibrium shape of c
tal nuclei is non-spherical. In addition, once cryst
grow beyond the size of the critical nucleus, the rat
which molecules are incorporated into the crystal m
depend strongly on the nature of the crystal face.

In this article we present results of simulations
crystal nucleation both in systems of ellipsoids a
rods. The results on rods have been published pr
ously[1].

2. Model and simulation technique

We studied two types of particles: hard rods a
hard ellipsoids. The rods are modeled as hard sph
cylinders with a diameterD and a cylindrical segmen
of lengthL. In our simulations, we considered 24
rods with an aspect ratioL/D = 2. Short, hard spher
ocylinders have a relatively simple phase diagram[5]:
at low pressures, the system forms an isotropic fluid
high pressures it forms an orientationally ordered cr
tal. The transition between the two phases is of fi
order. At a pressurep = 5.64kBT /D3, the isotropic
fluid coexists with the crystal phase.

The hard ellipsoids were ellipsoids of revolutio
with an aspect ratioa/b = 1.25, b = c = 1. We con-
sidered 1300 ellipsoids in most cases and some s
ples of 2700 ellipsoids. Ellipsoids of this aspect
tio exhibit three phases[6]: at low pressures they ar
positionally and orientationally disordered. Atp =
14.34kBT /8ab2 there is a transition to the positional
ordered, but orientationally disordered rotator pha
At p ≈ 60kBT /8ab2 orientational order sets in.

In the case of the spherocylinders, we were in
ested in the nucleation of a crystal from the me
stable fluid phase. To study this phenomenon,
compressed the fluid beyond coexistence, to a p
sure ofp = 6kBT /D3. At this pressure, the chem
cal potential difference between the (metastable) fl
and the solid phases is approximately 0.2kBT per
particle. In spite of the fact that, at this pressu
the solid is more stable than the liquid, spontane
crystallization never occurred on the time-scales
our (quite long) simulations. However, at higher s
persaturations (e.g.,p = 8, �µ = 1.3kBT /particle)
spontaneous crystallization did occur on the timesc
of a simulation. By working atp = 6, a pressure
where spontaneous crystallization is suppressed
can study the free energy and the structure of sm
crystal nuclei using the biased sampling techniq
described in Refs.[3,4].

The basic idea behind these techniques is the
lowing: one defines a local order parameter, wh
distinguishes the liquid phase from all possible so
phases which might occur along the nucleation p
With this parameter clusters of “solid-like” particle
are identified. Then the simulation is biased such th
produces on average a given size for the largest s
like cluster in the system. For a series of biased s
ulations, histograms of cluster size and structure
measured and combined into the complete nuclea
barrier.

In order to follow the formation of crystallites from
solution, we chose the following order-parameter
distinguish particles in a crystalline environment fro
those in the liquid phase:

Two particlesi and j are said to belong to th
same crystallite if: (a) their surface-to-surface dista
is less than 0.5D and (b) the dot product of the un
vectors along their respective axes satisfies|ui .uj | >

0.995. (The choice of the exact value of this thre
old is arbitrary, as long as it distinguishes between
solid and the fluid phase. We found our results to
stable against variation of this value.) As the criter
only considers the relative orientation of neighbor
particles, it does not distinguish between crystalli
smectic and (dense) nematic structures. This me
that we do not impose strong constraints on the st
ture of the crystal nucleus, but let the system find
own path.

We denote the average number of clusters c
sisting of n particles by Nn. The probability to
find a cluster of sizen per unit volume is equal to
(N/V )(Nn/N), whereN is the total number of par
ticles in the system. We measureP(n) ≡ Nn/N , and
define an intensive free energy barrier for the form
tion of a crystal nucleus ofn particles as�G(n) =
−kBT lnP(n). To probeP(n) for n > 15, we use
biased, multi-histogram simulations (for details, s
Ref. [3]).

In the case of the ellipsoids, we were interested
the nucleation of a rotator crystal from the isotrop
phase. As a criterion to distinguish between the p
tionally disordered fluid and the positionally order
rotator phase, we chose two types of bond-order p
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meters: (a) We used�q6 · �q6 as it is defined, for example
in the work of ten Wolde[4]. (b) For each particle we
counted the number of nearest neighbors pairs, w
“lie opposite each other”, i.e. the number of near
neighbor bonds which form a straight line. A par
cle was counted as “solid-like” if five or more pairs
bonds formed an angle between 165◦ and 195◦. The
latter parameter is computationally much cheaper t
the former.

The ellipsoid system was compressed atp =
20kBT /8ab2 and p = 25kBT /8ab2, which corre-
sponds to�µ = 0.2kBT /particle and�µ = 0.5kBT /

particle, respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Spherocylinders

We find that we can grow large, ordered clusters
up to 80 particles. However we find that most partic
in the ordered cluster are located in a single hexa
nally ordered layer. As we bias the cluster-size dis
bution towards larger crystallites, we observe no t
dency to form crystallites that contain multiple laye
To be more precise: a few particles may order on to
the crystallite, but these embryonic new layers quic
dissolve again. All growth of the cluster concentra
on the edges, and the free energy of the cluster r
monotonically with size (seeFig. 1). In other words:
the system never crosses a nucleation barrier bey
which crystallites would grow spontaneously.

Interestingly, a rough analysis of the data shown
Fig. 1 suggests that a flat crystallite is not the m
stable one. (For details see[1].) We should expec
multi-layer clusters to be more stable than flat dis
The fact that, in our simulations, we observe the f
mation of disk-like crystallites suggests that there
kinetic reasons that inhibit the formation of multi-lay
crystallites.

Fig. 2shows the angular distribution of particles
the liquid close to the top surface (the surface perp
dicular to the director field) and the side surface (
surface parallel to it) of a perfect crystal of hard sp
rocylinders. Both distribution peak for|cosθ | = 1,
where particles are aligned with the director. Ho
ever, for the top surface there is also a broad pea
cosθ = 0, which indicates that a large fraction of th
particles align parallel to the surface.
Fig. 1. Size dependence of the free energy of a crystal nucleus i
hard rod system. For the low supersaturations that we studied,�G

for a single crystalline layer grows monotonically with cluster si
In order to nucleate a stable crystal, a multi-layer nucleus must
form.

Fig. 2. Angular distributions of liquid particles close to a surface o
hard-rod crystal.θ|| denotes the surface parallel to the director fi
(“side surface”),θ⊥ the surface perpendicular to it (“top surface”

The preference of particles to lie flat on the cry
tal surface facilitates growth of the side surfa
but it makes growth of the top/bottom surface dif
cult. Particles have to overcome a barrier of roug
1.5kT /particle in order to stand up on the surface a
align with the director. In contrast, incorporation
particles on the side face of a crystal is relatively ea
Indeed, we find no inhibition of the lateral growth
spherocylinder crystals, even when the growth of
ditional layers is effectively suppressed.

Recent work by Downton and Allen indicates th
substrate roughness has a marked effect on the
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gular distribution functions of “near-surface” particl
[7]. In our work, we have not been able to investig
the dependence of surface roughness on super
ration, because the simulations were done in a n
equilibrium situation. However, it would be very in
teresting to investigate how supersaturation influen
nucleation behavior via the roughness of the lamel

Recent experiments by Maeda and Maeda[8] on
the isotropic-to-smectic transition in colloidal ha
rods of β-FeOOH rods, showed that these partic
tend to form disk-like crystallites. The present si
ulations suggest that this experimental observatio
a logical consequence of the fact that, at sufficien
high supersaturation, multilayer growth is still kine
ically inhibited, due to orientational “self-poisoning
of the top and bottom growth surfaces, whereas lat
growth proceeds relatively unhampered.

However, our results hold only for short rods. T
formation of smectic and solid aggregates of lon
rods (L/D � 3) proceeds via the nematic phase a
therefore follows a different pathway.

3.2. Ellipsoids

Before discussing nucleation, we would like to r
fer to a striking difference between compression o
disordered sample of ellipsoids and of spheres.Fig. 3
shows the equation of state of hard ellipsoids. The d
ted branch was produced by expansion of an orde
crystal, the solid branch by compression of a liqu
In contrast to hard spheres, the disordered phase
be compressed to very high densities without sp
taneous crystallization. Investigation of orientation
order and bond order shows that the compressed p
is truly disordered.

We then performed a nucleation simulation si
ilar to the one described before on the overco
pressed disordered phase atp = 20kBT /8ab2 andp =
25kBT /8ab2 with a bias on the size of the largest clu
ter. Clusters where identified by bond-order. A parti
was counted as solid, if�q6 · �q6 > 0.45 for six or more
bonds.Fig. 4 shows�G versus clusters size. In th
case of low overcompression (X-symbols) we co
not reach the critical nucleus size within several we
of simulation time. For high overcompression (circle
the barrier reaches a plateau at a cluster size of rou
20 particles. The clusters, however, are not comp
(seeFig. 5).
-

e

Fig. 3. Equation of state of hard ellipsoids. Dashed line: expan
from the crystalline phase. Solid line: compression from the liq
phase.

Fig. 4. Nucleation barriers of hard ellipsoids at�µ =
0.2kBT/particle (crosses) and�µ = 0.5kBT/particle (circles).

In order to be able to collect significantly more s
tistics, we chose to repeat the simulations with the s
pler order parameter described above. We manage
crystallize the system. However the intermediate str
tures were very large (almost spanning the entire
tem) and the slopes in the umbrella sampling windo
did not match. This indicates that the choice of re
tion coordinate is inappropriate.

4. Conclusion

We conclude that the pathways of crystal nuc
ation in systems of anisotropic particles are mu
more complex than in spherical systems. Therefor
is not possible to guess an appropriate reaction c
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Fig. 5. Snapshot of a nucleus atp = 25kBT/8ab2.

dinate before hand and then apply standard techni
of simulating barrier crossing.
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